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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

Are  decisions  in a trust  game  more  or  less  sensitive  to changes  in risk  than  decisions  in  a
purely  financial,  non-social  decision-making  task?  Participants  in a  binary  trust  game  (they
could  either  keep  $5  for sure  or give  it to a trustee  with  the  chance  of  getting  $10  back)
were  informed  that  their  chance  of  interacting  with  a  trustworthy  person  was  either  46
percent or  80  percent  and  then  were  asked  to decide  whether  to  trust  that  other  person.  In
addition,  participants  made  a decision  in  a  lottery  (i.e.,  whether  to  gamble  $5  to  win  $10)
with the  same  probabilities.  In  the  46  percent  condition,  participants  were  significantly
more  willing  to choose  the  risky  option  in the  trust  game  than  in the  lottery.  Overall,  the
difference  in  probability  of receiving  money  back  had  a  significantly  higher  impact  on  the
lottery decision  than  on  the  decision  to  trust.  Possible  interpretations  of the  present  study
and  its  relation  to  previous  findings  are  discussed.

© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

As several scholars have noted, trust is important underpinning for societies in general to succeed and to thrive (Fukuyama,
1995; Sullivan and Transue, 1999), particularly when it comes to their economic health (Kramer, 1998; Putnam, 1993; Knack
and Keefer, 1997). But, what is trust? Based on a review of definitions in different social sciences, Rousseau et al. (1998)
suggested that trust is best defined as “a psychological state comprising the intention to accept vulnerability based upon
positive expectations of the intentions or the behavior of another” (p. 395). Although this definition seems to be widely
shared by most scholars of trust it does not answer the question of what constitutes and determines that “psychological
state” called trust.

One option is to define trust simply as choosing the risky option in a decision under risk and uncertainty. Such a reduc-
tionist definition has been favored by a number of different authors from both, economics (Williamson, 1993) as well as
sociology (Coleman, 1990) and philosophy (Hardin, 2002), yet recent research has suggested that the concept of trust is
different from risk taking. For example, Eckel and Grossman (1996) showed that different measures of risk attitudes do
not predict behavior in trust games. More recently, Houser et al. (2006) replicated this finding by demonstrating that risk
attitudes as measured by the method of Holt and Laury (2002) were not related to behavior of trustors in an investment
game (Berg et al., 1995). In addition, Houser et al. showed that risk attitudes were significantly related to their participants’
behavior in an “investment game” in which people gambled on the responses of a computer (i.e., in which the computer
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arbitrarily decided how much it would send back to the “trustor”). General risk attitudes cannot explain trustors’ decisions
in trust games or investment games, respectively.

Thus, if people’s decision to trust is not about their general level of risk aversion the question arises: What makes the
difference between taking a purely financial and non-social decision and a decision to trust or not to trust another person?
In the present paper, we focused on one dimension of an answer to that question. Are people more or less risk taking in trust
situations than they are in non-social financial decisions?

There are different possible answers to this question: (1) on average people might be less risk taking in trust situations than
in non-social situations, or (2) on average people might be more risk taking in trust situations than in non-social situations.
In principle, it might also be that (3) people’s average level of risk taking is similar in both kinds of situations (although their
behavior in both situations might not be related to each other). Some data do exist concerning this question. According to
the work by Bohnet and Zeckhauser (2004;  see also Bohnet et al., 2008), people are less willing to take risks in a trust game
than in a gamble. In their study, participants played a trust game in which the trustor could either keep $10 for sure or hand
that $10 to another person (i.e., the trustee). In that case, the trustee got an amount of $30. The trustees could either split
that money evenly (i.e., keeping $15 for themselves and giving $15 to the trustor) or they could keep $22 for themselves and
give $8 to the trustor. The dependent variable of Bohnet and Zeckhauser was  the minimum accepted probability (MAP) of
being paired with a trustworthy trustee that participants demanded in order to take the risky option of giving away their
$15. Another group of participants indicated their MAP  to participate in a lottery with the same pay-off structure (i.e., to
keep $10 for sure or take the risky option resulting in an outcome of either $8 or $15).

Bohnet and Zeckhauser (2004) found that participants demanded substantially higher MAPs in a trust game than in a
lottery. Whereas participants on average were willing to participate in the lottery when their chance of winning was at
least 37 percent, participants on average demanded a chance of 54 percent of being paired with a trustworthy interaction
partner to make them choose the risky option in the trust game (although a recent study by Hong and Bohnet, 2007, could
only partly replicate this result). From this finding, Bohnet and Zeckhauser concluded that most people experience “betrayal
aversion”. If they lost on a gamble, they just had bad luck—but if they were betrayed in a trust game, they entered a world
in which they were exploited by another person, which might feel much worse.

However, a number of studies by Fetchenhauer and Dunning (2006, 2009) and Dunning and Fetchenhauer (2010a,b)
discuss data that contradict Bohnet and Zeckhauser (2004),  in that participants are actually more risk taking in trust games
than they are in non-social gambling situations. For example, Fetchenhauer and Dunning (2009) let participants play trust
games in which trustors could either keep an amount of x or give it to a trustee; in Study 1, the amount of x equaled $5, in
Study 2, the amount of x equaled D 7.50. If trustors decided to keep the money, trustees would receive nothing. If trustors
handed over their money, that amount was quadrupled (i.e., the trustee got an amount of 4x). The trustees then had two
alternatives. They could either keep the money or they could split the money evenly. Thus, the potential outcomes for
the trustors were x (when choosing the safe option), 2x (when paired with a trustworthy interaction partner) or 0 (when
meeting an untrustworthy interaction partner). In addition to making their decision as a trustor, participants were also
asked to estimate the number of fellow participants who would split the money evenly in the position of the trustee. Finally,
participants also decided whether to participate in a lottery. The pay-off structure was  identical to that of the trust game:
participants could either keep x for sure or go for the risky option. If they participated in the lottery their outcome was  either
2x (in case they won) or 0x (if they lost).

On average, most participants in Fetchenhauer and Dunning (2009) turned out to be risk averse in the lottery (demanding
a chance of about 62 percent to make them choose the risky option). Nonetheless, a majority of about 70 percent of all
participants chose the risky option in the trust game. This is the more remarkable as they were rather skeptical about their
fellow participants’ trustworthiness: Asked directly to estimate the percentage of peers in the study who would reciprocate
trust, participants on average they thought that less than half all trustees would do so. As such, what would seem to be minor
differences in experimental paradigms had a significant effect on the results observed. Bohnet and Zeckhauser (2004),  focused
on providing an MAP  to participate in either a trust game or a gamble. In Fetchenhauer and Dunning (2009),  participants
indicated their MAP  for a lottery and had to estimate the likelihood of being matched with a trustworthy trustee.

How can one reconcile these contradictory findings? We  argue that both paradigms have their strengths and weak-
nesses, and that both studies reveal important insights into the study of trust. The essential difference between both sets
of studies lies in the fact that in the Bohnet and Zeckhauser (2004) paradigm, participants have to decide the level of risk
they would accept in order to participate in a trust game, whereas in the Fetchenhauer and Dunning (2009) studies—like
in most other studies on trust games and investment games—participants are first inserted into a trust game and then
have to decide whether to trust or not. People are averse to being betrayed, and as a consequence they may  often choose
not to participate in the trust game if they may  still opt out—or spell out the conditions (i.e., the level of risk) that
would cause them to opt out. However, we argue that once they are placed in a trust game involving a direct yes-or-no
decision to trust a specific person, people are reluctant to openly signal their distrust or lack of generosity to another
person.

It is important to note, however, that neither research team asked participants to make parallel choices in the two  games
about whether to gamble/trust after being informed about the probability of receiving a positive outcome. To fill this gap,
and to test the validity of our proposed interpretation of the seemingly contradictory findings that have been observed, we
conducted a study in which participants were asked to either take a safe option or a risky option in a gamble (i.e., a non-social
situation) and in a trust game with a given probability of losing versus winning when taking the risky option. Both situations
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had the identical pay-off structure for the trustor and the same expected outcomes for both alternatives (keeping an amount
of money versus taking the risky option).

Additionally, we varied the chance of winning versus losing when choosing the risky option. In one condition, partici-
pants had an 80 percent chance of doubling their endowment; in another condition that chance was only 46 percent. We
hypothesized that this difference would strongly influence participants’ decisions in the lottery. However, if our premise is
correct and trust decisions are not about risk taking, but about not signaling one’s distrust, the chance of winning should
only slightly influence participants’ decisions in the trust game.

We should note that varying the chance of receiving money back also allowed for a more stringent test of the notion that
trust behavior is not about risk-taking. So far in the literature, researchers have argued, with data, that attitudes toward risk
fail to predict who will trust (Eckel and Wilson, 2004; Houser et al., 2006). Schechter (2007) found that behavior in a trust
game was related to actual risk-taking in a non-social setting, but the correlation between both kinds of behavior was  rather
weak (roughly a correlation of .25 between taking a non-social bet and giving money to another person in the trust game).1

However, the data collected so far fail to constitute the most direct test of whether participants give weight to risk when
deciding to trust another person. In previous studies, researchers have measured a person’s general attitude toward risk,
but have not examined the amount of risk people perceive in the trust game. Directly measuring, or influencing, people’s
specific perceptions of risk in the trust game is important, for it is likely that this perception will influence their decisions
to trust far more than more indirect, and diffuse, attitudes toward risk-taking. For example, a person might have a marked
disinclination to take risks—but if he or she thinks the chance of receiving money back in the trust game is 90 percent,
that might be a gamble worth taking. In a similar vein, a person usually prone to gamble may decide not to trust another
individual if he or she thinks the chances of receiving money back is near zero. It is the perception of risk in the trust game
that matters—not an attitude toward risk in general.

As a consequence, to examine whether people construe the trust game as a game primarily of risk, one must influence
the amount of risk people see in the trust game, rather than measure their more general attitudes toward taking on risks.
By informing participants that the chance of receiving money back was  either 46 percent or 80 percent, we  could see the
extent to which people responded to the odds of reward in the trust game relative to a game of chance. We  predicted that,
much like the Houser et al. (2006) study, participants would give more weight to these odds when choosing whether or not
to gamble in the lottery.

2. Experimental design

Participants were 152 students at Cornell University students drawn from a wide variety of classes (e.g., psychology,
human development, and economics). They all received extra credit toward course grades for participating. To recruit
participants, experimenters either made announcements at the end of regular class sessions, asking anyone interested in
participating to stay to complete the experiment. Other participants signed-up for experimental sessions via a department
website, coming to group sessions taking place in the social psychology laboratory at Cornell. Regardless of recruitment
method, none were informed of the chance of monetary reward until after the experimental session began.

The study was conducted in two phases. The first phase involved obtaining decisions from individuals playing the role
of the trustee in the trust game described above. A total of 77 participants were given a questionnaire describing the trust
game. That trust game involved a trustor who received $5 from the experimenter and who then had to choose whether
to transfer that $5 to a trustee. If they declined to transfer the money, the trustee received nothing. If they transferred the
money, it was inflated to $20, and the trustee had to make a decision whether to keep the entire $20 or transfer $10 back to
the trustor.

Participants were next told that they would be taking part in an actual trust game in which they played the role of the
trustee. Their response would be matched at random with an anonymous trustor who  would be asked to make his or her
decision in a few weeks time, and that the amount of money they received depended on whether the trustor decided to give
them their money and whether they decided to reciprocate that trust. Trustees were not told that their reactions would be
categorized in two groups with a high or low frequency of trustworthiness. Participants then indicated whether they would
keep the entire $20 or give $10 back to the trustor.

Importantly, they made these decisions anonymously. They placed their decision in an envelope and wrote down a 4-digit
code on the front of the envelope. On another sheet of paper, they wrote down their code as well as their name and address,
which they then all placed in a manila envelope. Participants were instructed that, to ensure the anonymity of their decisions,
one research assistant exposed only to the code numbers would insert the correct amount of money coming to them into
the envelope and then seal it. Another research assistant, not knowing the amount of money inside or what decision had
been made, would match codes to names and addresses and mail them their money.

Of the 77 participants playing the role of the trustee, 48 (62 percent) indicated that they would give $10 back to Person
A. Thus, three groups were created. The first group of 40 participants was  created such that 80 percent of them chose to
reciprocate trust; approximately the rate of reciprocation seen in previous studies in our labs (Fetchenhauer and Dunning,

1 Schechter (2007) did not directly report the correlation between risk-taking in the lottery and in the trust game. However, information in Table 3 of
her  article allows the correlation to be computed.
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Fig. 1. Rates of participants choosing the risky option dependent on condition and kind of decision.

2009, 2010). The second group of 35 trustees was created such that 46 percent (n = 16) reciprocated, which is close to the rate
of reciprocation that participants typically anticipated from their peers in our previous studies (Fetchenhauer and Dunning,
2009). A third group of two participants both indicated that they would reciprocate trust. Although they were each paired
with a trustor, their data are not discussed further.

The second phase of the study involved collecting data on how participants would respond in the position of the trustor
to a trust game as well as a lottery that presented equal chances of reward. Participants in this phase of the study took part
in groups of about 10 participants per session. They were given $5 cash and were asked to make two decisions about what
to do with it. They were further told that one of their decisions would be played out for real.

One decision involved whether or not to trust an anonymous trustee. Participants were told they had been paired at
random with one of the participants in the first phase of the study. In fact, their questionnaire displayed the 4-digit code
number of the trustee they had been matched with. One group, in the high chance condition (n = 40), was  told that there was
an 80 percent chance that their trust would be reciprocated (i.e., that 4 out of every 5 trustees had returned $10). The other
group, the low chance condition (n = 35) was told that the chance their trust would be reciprocated was 46 percent. Note
that we did not tell the trustors that their personal chance of being paired with a trustworthy other person was derived from
the behavior of all trustees. We  only informed them about their personal chance of meeting a trustworthy trustee and this
information was  totally valid and honest. The remaining 2 trustees (see above) were paired up with the remaining trustors,
which were told they had a 100 percent chance that their trust would be honored. Self-evidently both trustors decided to
hand over their money to the trustee in that condition.

The second decision participants made centered on a lottery. They were asked to suppose that an urn contained 100
white and red ping-pong balls. Participants were told they could bet their $5 that the experimenter would draw a white ball
out of the urn. If the ball were white, the participant would win  $10. For participants in the high chance condition, they were
told that 80 of the balls were white. In the low chance condition, the probability was described as 46 percent. Participants
indicated whether they would keep their $5 or bet it on the urn.

Thus, participants each made two choices—whether to give their $5 to another person in a trust game and whether to
bet it on the urn. One group made both choices at an 80 percent chance of reward; the other group made both choices at a
46 percent chance of reward. All participants were told that they would make one of these two decisions for real. The order
of decision, urn versus the trust game, was counterbalanced across participants.

Participants made their decisions anonymously. After these decisions were made participants were informed that for all of
them the choice they made for real was their decision in the trust game (this was  the case in all experimental sessions). Their
questionnaires, without any identifying mark other than the 4-digit code, were collected, taken out of the experimental room,
and then matched with the decision made by their assigned trustee. A research assistant placed the appropriate amount of
money into an envelope with the 4-digit code, and these envelopes where then distributed back to the relevant participants.
Participants were free, whether to open their envelopes on the spot or to open them in private at a later point of time.

After all trustors had made their decisions, the trustees were mailed their money based on the decisions they and their
interaction partner had reached.

3. Results

The main results of the present study are also summarized in Fig. 1. As seen in the figure, participants were quite sensitive
to their chance of reward with regard to the lottery. In the high chance condition, 77.5 percent of all participants gambled
their $5, whereas 22.5 percent decided to keep their money. In the low chance condition, only 28.6 percent decided to
gamble, whereas 71.4 percent decided to keep their $5. This difference was highly significant: �2(1, n = 75) = 18.03, p < .01.
Contrary to the lottery, participants’ willingness to go for the risky option in the trust game was not significantly influenced
by the chance of reward. In the high chance condition, 70.0 percent of all participants handed their money to the trustee,
but so did 54.3 percent of all participants in the low chance condition, �2(1, n = 75) = 1.97, p = .16.
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Were participants more or less risk averse in the trust game as compared to a non-social financial decision? In the high
chance condition, no difference between the lottery and trust game emerged as 70.0 percent of all participants chose the risky
option in the trust game and 77.5 percent did so in the lottery (a sign test revealed this difference to be not significant, p = .61).
However, in the low chance condition, a significant difference was found. Although only 28.6 percent of the participants
gambled on the lottery, about twice as many (i.e., 54.3 percent) did so in the trust game (p < .03, by binomial sign test).

More comprehensive analyses affirmed that the influence we observed for chance of reward was significantly greater,
in the statistical sense, in the lottery scenario than in the trust game. To compare that degree of influence for the lottery
and trust game decisions, we sorted each participant into one of three groups. The trust only group consisted of those who
decided to trust another person yet refused to gamble in the trust game (coded as −1). Another group, the same decision
group, consisted of those who made equivalent decisions in both scenarios (i.e., either took the risk or refused it; coded as
0). The final gamble only group consisted of those who  took the gamble in the lottery but refused to trust another person
(coded as +1).

If chance of reward had a greater impact on behavior in the lottery than in the trust game, people should be significantly
more likely to shift away from the trust only group and shift toward the gamble only group as we  move from the low
chance condition to the high chance one. To assess this, we conducted an ordinal logistic regression analysis examining
whether the probability of winning had a significant effect on what group participants fell into. We also included task order
(i.e., whether participants made the trust or lottery gamble decision first) as an independent variable to see if it had any
influence. The analysis revealed that chance condition had a significant impact, Wald �2(1, N = 75) = 5.70, p < .02, but task
order did not, Wald �2(1, N = 75) = 1.72, ns.  These results were driven by the fact that many more participants in the low
chance condition fell into the trust only group (31.4 percent) than in the gamble only group (5.7 percent). These percent-
ages were slightly reversed in the high chance condition (15.0 percent vs. 22.5 percent for trust and gamble only groups,
respectively).

Finally, at the individual level, did we find any evidence for a relationship between risk-taking in the lottery and in the
trust game? We  did, indeed, find such a relationship, although it was only moderate in strength and marginally significant.
To test whether participants’ behavior was consistent across lottery and trust decisions, we conducted a binary logistic
regression analysis in which we regressed participants’ behavior in the trust game on task order, chance of winning, and
most importantly their decision in the lottery scenario. We  also inserted four interaction terms into the analysis (referring
to the three potential two-way interactions and the one potential three-way interaction of the independent variables,
respectively). This analysis revealed only one significant marginal predictor of participants’ behavior in the trust game,
namely their behavior in the lottery (  ̌ = −1.62, p = .07). Only 50.0 percent of participants who  refused to gamble on the
lottery decided to take a risk in the trust game. Of participants who gambled in the lottery, 73.2 percent took a risk in the
trust scenario. If we look at the zero-order correlation between decisions to gamble and to trust, we find an association that
just misses conventional statistical significance, ø = .24, p = 055, but which is close to the size of the relationship found by
Schechter (2007).

4.  Discussion

The main question of this study was whether people are more or less risk-averse in a trust situation than they are in a
purely financial decision situation. To answer this question we confronted our participants with both a trust game and a
lottery that presented the same odds and same pay-off structure for the participants. Thus, if subjects are maximizing the
expected utility of their own monetary payoffs, one would expect that the behavior of participants in both situations should
be identical, both on an aggregate and on an individual level. However, our results revealed large differences between the
decisions in both situations.

Participants were sensitive to the probability of reward when deciding to gamble on a non-social, financial outcome. This
came as no surprise and is in line with a large body of research (Baron, 2001). In the trust game, however, the likelihood
of reward did not significantly influence participants’ decision whether to hand their money over to the trustee. In the
high chance condition, participants were about as risk taking in the trust game as they were in a lottery: most participants
decided to go for the risky option if their chance to double that money was  80 percent, irrespective of whether they took
that risk in a social situation (i.e., within a trust game) or within a non-social situation (i.e., within the lottery). In the
46 percent condition, however, participants were much more willing to choose the risky option than they were in the
lottery.

We believe this finding provides the most compelling evidence to date that the decision to trust is not just a decision
about risk. Even when the direct odds of winning were changed, these changes did not have a significant impact on whether
participants gave their money to the trustee—whereas those odds had a stronger and significant impact on decisions to
gamble. As such, the odds of winning did not have an equivalent impact on a bet on nature versus a bet on the actions
of another. The odds influenced decisions to bet significantly more on the former type of bet than the latter. Thus, we
confirm earlier results that trust decisions cannot be regarded as merely decisions under risk and uncertainty (Eckel and
Wilson, 2004; Houser et al., 2006)—but do so by putting the notion of trust as risk-taking under the most direct “acid test”
to date.

However, the most important finding concerns the differences in both decisions in the low chance condition, where the
chance of receiving money back was only 46 percent. We  chose that likelihood for two  reasons. First, this value mirrors the
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estimations of our participants in previous studies about the likelihood that a trustee will split the money evenly (see Dunning
and Fetchenhauer, 2010a,b; Fetchenhauer and Dunning, 2006, 2009). Second, this value leads to a negative expected value
for choosing the risky over the safe option ($4.60 versus $5.00). Thus, not only risk averse, but also risk neutral participants
should have chosen the safe option in that condition. Given that most humans are risk averse with regard to potential gains
(Kahneman and Tversky, 1979) one would expect that most participants would go for the safe option in that condition. This
is exactly, what we found in the lottery. Only a minority preferred the risky bet. However, in the trust game a majority of
participants gave their money to the trustee.

As noted earlier, Bohnet and Zeckhauser (2004;  see also Bohnet et al., 2008) obtained quite different findings—but perhaps
both studies can be seen as two sides of the same coin. Both studies, considered together, might reveal an important insight
into the mechanisms that guide trustful or distrustful behavior. To get this insight, one has to realize a seemingly subtle, but
important, difference between both studies. In our studies, we put participants into a trust game and then let them make a
direct decision whether to trust a specific other person. People had to make a single and direct yes-or-no decision—one that
is much like trust decision are made in real life. In Bohnet and Zeckhauser, participants were asked a different question that
was removed from a direct trust decision in two ways. First, they were asked a conditional: What specific likelihood of having
their trust rewarded did they need to see before they would trust another person. This is not a direct yes-or-no decision,
rather it is one step removed, asking participants to consider many different counterfactual conditions (e.g., would you trust
with a 10 percent chance of reward? 20 percent? 30 percent?) Second, in stating the chance that would induce them to
trust, participants considered not a specific other person when considering these chances but rather the entire aggregate
of people they could be assigned to. Both these conditions likely have the effect of making the person feel they are not yet
enmeshed in a trust game but had to consider the type of trust game they would enmesh themselves in. That is, participants
were asked what probability of receiving a reward would induce them to trust. As such, participants may  have construed
the situation as one in which they named the conditions under which they were willing to volunteer to trust—a situation
that is quite different from the single direct question we  asked our participants after all conditions had been specified.

We would argue that Bohnet and Zeckhauser (2004) are right in claiming that it is worse to be betrayed in a trust game
than it is to simply lose money in a lottery. Therefore, if people can avoid being involved in a trust game, or can name the
conditions under which they would participate, they may  thankfully choose avoiding to trust the other person. However,
if one is already inserted into a trust game involving a direct decision to trust another person, the psychological dynamic
changes. For example, in another study we had two different conditions (Dunning and Fetchenhauer, 2010a,b). In both
conditions we played a trust game with the same pay-off structure as in the present study, except that we  did not inform
participants about the likelihood that trust would be reciprocated. In one condition, we  told participants that they had
already been paired with a specific trustee. In this condition over 60 percent of trustors decided to hand over their money
to the trustee (although they thought that fewer than 40 percent of all trustees would reciprocate that trust). In another
condition, we told participants that no trustee was  assigned to them yet and that this would only be done if they decided
to hand over their money. In this condition, the trust rate dropped significantly to roughly 35 percent, presumably because
participants felt they could avoid entry into the trust game.

This specific finding echoes similar ones found with different economic games or transactions. People are more likely to
act in a pro-social way once inserted into a situation involving a specific other person; they are less likely to act in a pro-social
way if not yet inserted into such a situation. For example, people are less likely to cooperate in a prisoner’s dilemma game if
their partner is not yet assigned (Yamagishi et al., 2007). If people are assigned a partner and compelled to make a decision
in a dictator game, they typically transfer some of their endowment to that person. However, if people are given, instead, a
chance to volunteer to play the game that they can decline, they are much more likely to refuse the opportunity to play the
game. As a consequence, far less money is transferred to another person (Lazear et al., 2010). In a similar vein, people are
much more likely to donate money to a victim if that victim has been specified rather than when a specific victim has yet to
be assigned to them (Small and Loewenstein, 2003; Small et al., 2007).

To summarize, the assertion is that participants are more likely to act in a pro-social way when they confront a direct
decision involving a specific other individual than when they confront a decision that involves volunteering for the decision.
By stating the probability at which they would trust others, the participants of Bohnet and Zeckhauser’s (2004) study may
have been more in the mindset of volunteering than considering a direct decision, yes or no, to trust.

Thus, once confronted with a direct decision involving a specific other person about whether to trust, people give their
money to a trustee—even if most of them are sure that most trustees will keep all the money for themselves (see Fetchenhauer
and Dunning, 2009). Thus, humans seem to be averse toward being betrayed, but they seem even more averse to openly
signaling their distrust to another person once placed in a relationship with that person. Note that the participants in the
present study actually paid money to avoid such a signal in that they were choosing a risky option under circumstances
they would never have done in a purely financial decision. Remarkably, this unwillingness to signal one’s distrustfulness
was found even in one-shot interactions under conditions of total anonymity.

However, there is another possible explanation why our results diverge from those of Bohnet and Zeckhauser (2004).  Our
instructions stated that trustee would be given no money in the transaction if the trustor did not trust, whereas participants
in Bohnet and Zeckhauser were told that the trustee would be given money in an amount equal to the trustor’s own. Perhaps
people were more willing to trust in our paradigm because of inequity aversion (Fehr and Schmidt, 1999; Walster et al., 1978),
or just the plain preference to avoid being selfish and depriving the other of monetary reward. Bohnet and Zeckhauser’s
paradigm may  have avoided these concerns because trustees were left with money regardless of trustor’s decision.
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We  think this is a potentially plausible explanation worthy of further thought and study. However, we  should note that
extant empirical data already runs against it. Although not designed to test this issue, Bolton and Ockenfels (2010) provide
data that speak to it. In their study, they asked participants whether they would rather keep D 7 or D 9 for sure, depending
on the condition, or gamble the money on a 50–50 bet. Their decisions always influenced the possible outcomes of another
person. In one condition, for example, winning the bet meant that both participant and the other person won  D 16; losing it
meant they both won nothing. Of key import was what the other person received if the participant kept their money for sure.
In one set of conditions, it meant the other person also received D 7 or D 9 for sure (conditions A/B2, according to Bolton and
Ockenfels terminology)—the same amount as the participant. In another set of condition, the other person would be left with
nothing if the participant played it safe (conditions A/B4), meaning that participants in this circumstance might be construed
as selfish if they chose to keep their money. Did this possible selfishness prompt participants to gamble more? The answer is
no: When playing it safe meant the other person received nothing, participants were no more likely to gamble (46 percent)
than when playing it safe left the other person with an equal amount of money (48 percent), �2(1, N = 104) = .04, p = .84.

Providing a similar comparison were a set of other conditions from Bolton and Ockenfels (2010).  In these conditions,
taking the bet would mean that participants would have D 16 if they won  (the other person receiving nothing) and nothing
if they lost (but the other participant would gain the D 16). Again, two  conditions guaranteed that participants and the other
person would have the same amount (D 7 or D 9) if the participant chose not to gamble (A/B5). Two  other conditions meant
that participants would have money if they played it safe, but that the other person would receive nothing. Did this last
circumstance prompt participants to gamble more? The answer appears to be no. The difference in gambling rates between
the first and second set of conditions was not significant (38 percent and 52 percent, respectively), �2(1, N = 104) = 1.90, p = .17.

In addition, we would also argue that the results of the present study also reveal some basic differences between the
so-called investment game by Berg et al. (1995) and a binary trust game as it was used by us or by Bohnet and Zeckhauser
(2004). At first glance, the differences seem to be rather minor and technical. Whereas in a binary trust game participants
have to make a yes or no decision, in the investment game participants can choose whatever amount of money they want to
give to the trustee. We  believe that this difference is essential. In an investment game, most participants decide to transfer
some money over to the trustee, but most of trustors do not hand over their whole endowment (Berg et al., 1995; Fahr and
Irlenbusch, 2000; Snijders and Keren, 2001). Thus, most participants avoid the painful decision that participants must make
in a dichotomous trust game: whether to trust completely or not to trust at all. Yet, many choices in real life are such “all
or nothing” kind of decisions. For example: Do I buy that used car or not? Do I accept that job offer or not? Do I bid for that
Chinese vase (and trust it to be authentic) on e-bay or not?

Data from this study and elsewhere also counter one additional alternative account for our findings. Specifically, one
could argue that participants gave away their money in the trust game to “enlarge the pie” and give benefits to another
person—even if they ran the risk of being penalized for this generosity. That is, people were sensitive to the fact that deciding
to trust injected $20 of wealth into the greater populace instead of just $5, and they were not so concerned about who came
to possess that greater wealth.

Our data, however, speak against this alternative. If participants found it attractive to “create more wealth,” then they
should have found the trust game more attractive than the lottery gamble in both the 46 percent and 80 percent winning
conditions, since the trust game created more wealth in both conditions. However, in the 80 percent condition, participants
did not favor taking a risk on the trust game rather than the lottery.

In addition, elsewhere we have collected data that speaks against a “greater wealth” argument. In that study, participants
faced decisions in three different conditions. One was the trust game, in which people could give 5D to another person
with the prospect of getting 10D back. Of participants in this condition, 57 percent decided to trust. In another condition,
participants were asked whether they wanted to gamble 5D on a coin flip, with the possibility of winning 10D  . Only 25
percent took the gamble. The third condition was the key one. Here, participants were again asked whether they wanted
to gamble 5D on a coin flip, but the gamble included the exact same payoffs for another person as in the trust game. If the
participant won the gamble, not only did they receive 10D but another person in the experiment, randomly chosen, also
received 10D . If the participant lost, they received nothing, but some random person in the experiment would receive 20D .
Did adding potential benefits to another person increase risk-taking? The answer was  no; only 28 percent took the gamble
in this final condition, even though participants knew the chance of winning was 50 percent, an probability quite close to
the estimate participants gave that they would receive money back in the trust game 53 percent (Mensching et al., 2010).

That all said, an obviously profitable line of future research would be to answer why our results and those of Bohnet
and Zeckhauser (2004) directly oppose. What are the conditions that lead people to accept risk more readily with other
people rather than with nature? What are the circumstances that leave people to be more reluctant to bet on the behavior
of others rather than on the behavior of nature? Regardless of how future research may  answer this question, the present
research does echo the common psychological finding that the shape of people’s behavior often rests on situational details
or circumstances that are, at first, seemingly small or not obvious (Ross and Nisbett, 1991). What this research suggests is
that changes in the situational structure of how people may express their trust may  turn out to be a major determinant of
whether people choose to do so.
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